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Abstract

Data tampering attacks threaten data integrity in emerging non-

volatile memories (NVMs). Whereas Merkle Tree (MT) memory au-

thentication is e�ective in thwarting data tampering attacks, it dras-

tically increases cell writes and memory accesses, adversely impact-

ing NVM energy, lifetime, and system performance. We propose AS-

SURE, a low overhead, high performance Authentication Scheme for

SecURE energy e�cient (ASSURE) NVMs. ASSURE synergistically in-

tegrates (i) smartmessage authentication codes (SMACs), which elim-

inate redundant cell writes by enabling MAC computation of only

modi�ed words on memory writes, with (ii) multi-root MTs (MMTs),

which reduceMT reads/writes by constructing high performance static

MMTs (SMMTs) or low overhead dynamic MMTs (DMMTs) over fre-

quently accessed memory regions.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Resistance-class non-volatile memories (NVMs) such as phase-cha-

ngememory (PCM) and resistive RAM (RRAM) [2, 3] are low power,

dense (e.g., multi-/triple-level cell), and scalable DRAM replace-

ment technologies. Whereas data persistence is a desirable prop-

erty of NVMs, it poses security vulnerabilities that a�ect data pri-

vacy [4, 5], motivating NVM encryption. However, NVM encryp-

tion does not guarantee data integrity against active attacks, which

must be addressed to realize a tamper-proof, secure NVM system.

Active attacks: An active attack on NVM entails an adversary al-

tering the data stored in or being fetched from main memory. Ac-

tive attacks can be further categorized into spoo�ng, splicing, and

replay (occasionally referred to as rollback) attacks [6, 7]. In spoof-

ing, the adversary replaces an existing valid memory block with

fake data. In splicing, the attacker swaps the memory content be-

tween two locations. Finally, in replay, the content of a memory

location is reverted back to an older value.

NVM authentication: It is widely accepted that active attacks

can be thwarted by memory authentication [6–8]. State-of-the-art

memory authentication solutions (including authentication sup-

ported in recent commercial solutions like Intel SGX [9]) main-

tain a logical data structure, Merkle Tree (MT), whose nodes are

obtained by recursive computation of hash message authentica-

tion codes (HMACs) over memory blocks. An HMAC constitutes

a cryptographic hash of the input data (i.e. memory block). In an

MT, each parent node HMAC ensures integrity of all the child node

HMACs [6–8]. MTmemory authentication ensures the integrity of

read (written) data by verifying (updating) its HMAC lineage upto

the MT root. The secret HMAC key and the MT root is maintained

on the secure processor, rendering valid HMAC generation for the

spoofed/spliced/replayed data impossible.

NVMauthentication overhead:HMACs demonstrate strong dif-

fusion property, resulting in a high cell write rate. Hence, these

HMACs incur signi�cant NVM energy and lifetime overhead. Fur-

ther, additionalmemory reads/writes are introduced forMT read/up-

date on each memory access; these reads/writes stall critical data
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reads or writes to the same memory bank, degrading system IPC.

We use simulations of SPEC CPU2006 workloads to show that de-

ployingMT authentication over an encrypted TLCRRAM increases

the cell writes (NVM energy) to 5.8× (5.3×) and degrades IPC to

0.65× in comparison to a nominal encrypted TLC RRAM. Although

NVM authentication is indispensable for data integrity, it degrades

NVM energy, lifetime, and system IPC, motivating development of

low penalty NVM authentication solutions.

2 ASSURE

ASSURE is a low overhead NVM authentication solution that de-

ploys (i) smart MACs to decrease cell writes for HMAC computa-

tion and (ii) dynamic multi-root MTs to reduce memory accesses

for MT authentication, without compromising the security of clas-

sical MT authentication. The detailed discussion of ASSURE archi-

tecture (SMAC and MMT) can be found in [1].

2.1 Smart Message Authentication Codes

Smart message authentication codes (SMACs) perform selective

HMAC recomputation of the encrypted data by leveraging the ob-

servation that the majority of the words in a cache line remain un-

modi�ed during a memory write-back; this observation is also uti-

lized in state-of-the-art NVM encryption schemes like DEUCE [4]

and SECRET [5]. DEUCE (as well as SECRET) partitions the cache

line into words of equal width, and re-encrypts only the modi-

�ed words during a memory write. SMAC partitions the HMAC at

word-level granularity and recomputes HMAC words correspond-

ing to the re-encrypted data words; this eliminates cell writes due

to the redundant HMAC computation of unmodi�ed words.

Figure 1 illustrates SMAC design. To achieve selective HMAC

computation of only the modi�ed words, SMAC splits the orig-

inal encrypted cache line into two decoupled intermediate mes-

sages (IMs) corresponding to the modi�ed and unmodi�ed words.

The �rst (second) IM, IM1 (IM2) is constructed from themodi�ed (un-

modi�ed) words, with the unmodi�ed (modi�ed) words zeroed out.

IM1 (IM2) is then provided as input to a keyed cryptographic hash

function, generating the intermediate HMACs, IH1 (IH2). Similar

to IMs, the IHs are also partitioned at word-level granularity. The

�nal HMAC (FH) is constructed with IH1 (IH2) words for the cor-

responding modi�ed (unmodi�ed) word positions.
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Figure 1: SMACs eliminate redundant cell writes for unmodified words (2, 3, and
4) during HMAC computation. Between writes 1 (W1) and 2 (W2), word 1 gets
modified in the original encrypted cache line, altering the intermediate HMAC
1 (IH1), resulting in modification of word 1 in the final HMAC (FH); however, IH2
is unaltered due to unmodifiedwords 2, 3, and 4, eliminating redundant cell writes
for unmodified words 2, 3, and 4 of the FH.
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Figure 2: (a) Classical single-root MT, with the traversal path for verification of leaf
L1 highlighted. (b) An SMMT with 2 memory block groups covered by 2 smaller
MTs with 2 independent MT roots on the secure processor. In SMMT, the traversal
path for L1 verification has 1 less MT level, due to the smaller individual MTs.

2.2 Multi-root Merkle Trees

Multi-rootMTs (MMTs)maintainmultiple smallerMTs having few-

er levels (with multiple roots on the secure processor) as a novel

alternative to the classical single-root MT. We discuss two MMT

variants: (i) static MMT (SMMT) and (ii) dynamic MMT (DMMT).

StaticMMT (SMMT): In SMMTs,we leverage the observation that

a smaller MT that spans fewer leaf nodes, i.e., memory blocks is

composed of fewer MT levels, reducing the reads (writes) to ver-

ify (update) a corresponding MT branch during a leaf read (write).

SMMT partitions the memory into memory block groups (MBGs),

assigning an MT to each MBG, and maintaining the correspond-

ing MT roots in an MT-root RAM on the secure processor. The

individual MTs spanning each MBG are smaller than a single-root

MT spanning the entire memory, substantially reducing the MT

reads/updates, thereby decreasingNVMenergy and enhancing sys-

tem IPC. Figure 2 illustrates the observation and design of SMAC.

Whereas the advantages of SMMTs over classical single-root MTs

scale logarithmically with the number of MBGs, it comes at the

expense of linearly scaling processor MT-root RAM.

Dynamic MMT (DMMT): Dynamic MMTs (DMMTs) provide the

NVMenergy and system IPC improvements comparable to SMMTs

without the signi�cant overhead of processorMT-root RAM.DMMT

leverages the spatial and temporal locality of memory accesses ex-

hibited by practical workloads to maintain a smaller hot MT over

the hotMBG, achieving SMMT-like reduction in theMT read/writes

for authentication of a majority of the memory accesses. Since

the remaining MBGs (cold MBGs) experience fewer memory ac-

cesses, the DMMT maintains a larger MT (cold MT henceforth)

spanning the cold MBGs requiring only one root; therefore, the

DMMT stores only two secure roots, independent of the number

of MBGs. Figure 3 illustrates DMMT, which requires e�ective hot

MBGprediction to capture themajority ofmemory accesses. DMMT

tracks the memory access count of each MBG over a period of

PPRED accesses, and designates theMBG that accounts for the max-

imum accesses as the hot MBG for the next PPRED accesses.

3 Results and Conclusions

WeevaluateNVMenergy, lifetime, and system IPC ofASSURE (both

SMMT and DMMT) on a TLC RRAM architecture for comparison

against state-of-the-art Bonsai Merkle Tree (BMT) [7], using in-

teger and �oating-point workloads from the SPEC CPU2006 [10]

benchmark suite. For NVM energy and lifetime evaluations, we
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Figure 3:DMMT organization with the hot MBG spanned by the hot MT, and a cold
MT covering all remaining MBGs collectively, with their corresponding roots on
the secure processor (RHOT and RCOLD). Leaf L1 (black) in the hot MBG requires
lower MT level traversals than L9 (yellow) in the cold MBG.
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Table 1: Summary of the NVM energy, memory lifetime, and IPC results of base-
line (BMT), SMMT ASSURE, and DMMT ASSURE (normalized to the baseline).

perform trace-based simulations using NVMain [11] and an in-

house page-level lifetime simulator, respectively. For system IPC

evaluations of ASSURE, we use MARSS [12]. Table 1 summarizes

the NVM energy, memory lifetime, and IPC results of SMMT AS-

SURE and DMMT ASSURE (normalized to the baseline, i.e., BMT).

NVM energy and lifetime: SMMT ASSURE (DMMT ASSURE)

reduces NVM energy, on average, by 59% (55%) over BMT authen-

tication. SMMT ASSURE (DMMT ASSURE) extends the memory

lifetime, on average, by 2.36× (2.11×) over baseline BMT. ASSURE

leverages the dual advantages of SMACs and MMTs; SMACs sig-

ni�cantly reduce cell writes for data HMACs and each MT node

while MMTs decrease the number of MT node reads/writes.

Systemperformance: SMMTASSURE (DMMTASSURE) improv-

es system IPC, on average, by 11% (10%) over the baseline (BMT).

ASSURE implements MMTs that diminish the number of MT node

reads/writes, thereby reducing bank contention between critical

data reads (writes) andMT node reads (writes). SMACs enable mul-

tiple power-constrained concurrent writes in one write slot by re-

ducing the e�ective number of cell updates per write, thereby di-

minishing the e�ective latency of MT updates.

Conclusions:Memory authentication increases NVM energy, de-

grades lifetime, and deteriorates system IPC. ASSURE is the �rst

work to address low cost NVM authentication. ASSURE integrates

smartMACs (SMACs) andmulti-rootMTs (MMTs) to realize tamper-

evident NVMs with low energy and improved lifetime as well as

IPC.Whereas SMACs eliminate redundantHMAC computations of

unmodi�edwords onwrite-backs,MMTsmaintainmultiple smaller

MTs that collectively span the memory, reducing MT reads/writes

for authentication. ASSURE outperforms state-of-the-art BMT au-

thentication with 55% lower NVM energy, 2.11× improved lifetime,

and 10% better system IPC on average.
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